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Transportation
Today, travel is much easier than it was over 250 years ago.
One can travel by airplane, by boat, by automobile, by train, by
bicycle or by foot to get from Point A to Point B with so much
more ease and convenience than our forefathers. One can hire
whatever transportation is needed; hire a limousine for a special
occasion, rent a car when planning a trip, call a taxi cab for shorter journeys and, of course, today we have UBER.
People in the past used many of these methods and this
newsletter will show how these modes of transportation had
direct cause and effect on our borough, Clayton.
Toll roads and bridges were a starting point for the revolution in transportation, which accelerated in the late 1790s. Road
construction was a small scale, localized enterprise. Clayton's
main thoroughfare is Delsea Drive, Route 47, and was once a
toll road, Malaga Turnpike, and ran through our small village of
Fislerville. As our borough began to grow, Clayton was in need
of paved roads and sidewalks showing the growth and prosperity
of Clayton. With the borough's business direction adjusting to
the times, name changes were necessary for some of our streets.
In 1900, Factory Street was changed to High Street; later,
Railroad Avenue was changed to Clayton Avenue; and a 1958
map refers to Fries Mill Road as Blackwood Road, and in 1972, a
newspaper article referred to Clayton Avenue as Downer Road
at Wilson Lake.
CHP has on file documents showing in our early years,
Clayton raised money for the construction of New Street; and
(see below and right) a 1908 document which shows the advertisement in the local newspaper of the Borough ordinance to
provide for the laying of sidewalks on certain streets.

As of May 2010, the Borough of Clayton had a total
of 44.16 miles of roadways, of which 33.00 miles were maintained by the municipality, 8.36 miles by Gloucester County
and 2.80 miles by the State of New Jersey.
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